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Aspire Global adds Evolution’s Live Casino to its game suite
Evolution Gaming, leading provider of Live Casino solutions, has entered a new partnership with
turnkey specialist Aspire Global (ASG). As a result of the deal, Evolution’s Live Casino solutions will be
added to ASG’s game portfolio.
Providing award-winning white-label solutions since 2005, ASG specialises in offering a branded and
fully managed gaming service to gaming operators targeting the mass market. Through the deal with
Evolution, a number of Live Casino games will be added to ASG’s game portfolio, used by a variety
of customers in regulated markets such as the UK, Italy and Denmark. The roll-out will take place
within the first half of 2016.
Tsachi Maimon, CEO of ASG, said: “Evolution Gaming is a significant addition to our game portfolio.
We want to offer our customers the best gaming experience, and in terms of Live Casino, we believe
there is no provider better equipped to fulfil that mission than Evolution.”
Sebastian Johannisson, CCO of Evolution Gaming, added: “Aspire Global is a leading turnkey
provider and we are very pleased to have entered this partnership to offer their customers a worldclass Live Casino experience.”
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Evolution Gaming Group AB (publ) (”Evolution”) develops, produces, markets and licenses fully-integrated B2B Live Casino
solutions to gaming operators. Since its inception in 2006, Evolution has developed into a leading B2B provider in the
European market with 70+ operators among its customers. The group currently has about 1,800 employees, most of whom
are located in Latvia and Malta. The parent company is based in Sweden and listed on the Nasdaq First North Premier
exchange under the ticker EVO. Avanza Bank is the company’s certified adviser. Visit www.evolutiongaming.com for more
information.

